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In testimony before two House banking committees on March 9, Manuel Johnson, vice chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board, asserted that he saw "no workable alternative" to the case-bycase strategy for dealing with the Third World debt problem. This strategy was first presented
by Treasury Secretary James Baker in 1985. Some congresspersons expressed dismay with the
Reagan administration's perspective on the continuing debt crisis. For instance, Rep. Joseph
Kennedy said he was "amazed that we refer to the Baker Plan as a plan at all." He called for more
attention to enhancing debtor nations' growth potential to provide them with eventual means
to pay off their debts. Kennedy said, "[D]ebt relief to [Third World] nations...is something that
this administration just somehow doesn't seem to be able to catch hold of." He said the real issue
is "whether or not we're going to provide relief for these countries and see economic growth in
the Third World." For Kennedy, the solution to debtor nations' economic distress would be in
the provision of funds for "debt relief," while simultaneously ensuring that these funds are used
efficiently. Rep. Bruce Morrison emphasized debtor countries' negative capital flows, result of
interest and principal payments exceeding new lending. He said, "A reduction in the debt service
burden is absolutely essential to increase investment in these countries, and increasing investment
is essential to growth, and growth is essential to everything that we want with respect to the
developing world." Johnson agreed that "the primary concerns...are the economic prospects of
the developing countries and the whole international economic environment." However, he said,
his point of view differs from those of some congresspersons and financial analysts on whether
debt relief can be instrumental in achieving long-term growth. Johnson said, "Debt relief would
improve the cash flow position of these countries, at least temporarily, to the point where they
would have more resources available for domestic use...If the end result is that creditors have taken
large losses and become unwilling to extend...capital into these countries, and the resources are
used in an inefficient manner domestically, in terms of investment in growth potential, then the
world is going to be worse off." According to the Federal Reserve official, the recently concluded
exchange of Mexican debt for government bonds backed by US Treasury notes was a success that
"certainly fulfilled the goals...that we at the Fed sought for it." He acknowledged that some market
observers were disappointed at the amount of debt that was exchanged. Johnson then emphasized
that the Mexican debt-bond exchange was one element of an overall menu of options available for
resolving the debt problem. To the extent, he said, that the Mexican plan has permitted smaller
regional banks to withdraw from participation in the coordinated debt rescheduling arrangements
led by large banks in New York and elsewhere, the debt negotiation process has been made more
manageable. For Johnson, the fact that most of the bids for the Mexican bonds were at a modest
discount was a "good sign," indicating that the banks see continuing value in their loans to debtor
countries and believe they are worth retaining. In his prepared testimony, Johnson declared that
the decision of money center banks to increase reserves against their developing country loans "has
been over-interpreted by the market, and perhaps by some officials of debtor countries." He said
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such decisions not only reflect judgments on the collectibility of loans, but also a bank's plans for
adjusting its loan portfolio. Johnson stated that once a bank has decided to sell off some of its loans
accounting rules require it to adjust the value of those loans to "fair market value." He said the
Federal Reserve has found "encouraging reaction" to the regulatory changes announced to facilitate
debt-for-equity swaps, in which banks can exchange the debt they own for shares in commercial
enterprises in debtor countries. However, only modest improvements in overall debt positions
can be expected through such means, said Johnson. Rodney B. Wagner, vice chairman of Morgan
Guaranty Trust Company, testified that the size of the Mexican debt-bond exchange was not as large
as hope for, but "it introduced a new voluntary, market-oriented technique...As banks become more
familiar and comfortable with it, and as the technique is improved and modified, it will become an
even more useful option for managing debt." Rudiger Dornbusch of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology told the committees that the Baker debt strategy has served well by permitting banks
to build up capital against possible losses and providing time for both sides. However, the strategy
is "no longer productive." According to Dornbusch, "today the approach is no longer suited as
it becomes apparent that many debtor countries cannot easily (or not at all) resume service of a
major portion of their debt without dramatic reductions in their standard of living." Meanwhile,
Dornbusch warned that any public policy moves to resolve the problem must not be punitive to
creditors, and must ensure that resources be channeled into investment and reconstruction rather
than immediate consumption in debtor nations.
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